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eVTOL Mixed-Reality Series X
flight simulator for promotion and 
professional pilot training

Providing the perfect solution for your usecase

F.A.S.T.-Groups all-new eVTOL Mixed-Reality Series X Flight

Simulator combines highest standards with latest technologies in

order to provide a highly realistic flying experience. In order to

ensure the highest flexibility, we designed our MR Series X to be

mobile and easy to ship and install.

As our customer, you may choose between a base model, an

upgraded version for the initial pilot training and a type-specific

simulator. By using our base model to implement flight model data

of different kinds of eVTOLs, we ensure the usage of our MR Series

X for either promotion, initial pilot training or type-ratings. As

certification details are yet to be discussed, we will be happy to

discuss further details when times comes.
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ü Providing a highly realistic 

flying experience 

ü Using latest Mixed-Reality 

technologies

ü Option to future certification and 

further upgrades, type specific

ü Affordable in purchase and in 

operation



F.A.S.T-.Group

Our product

The heart of our eVTOL MR Series X is its Mixed-Reality technology

in combination with our unique motion platform. Due to its

compact design, it is not only easy to ship but also easy to install

and maintain.

If you prefer a lease over a purchase, we provide a rental service

for your event. We will provide the shipping, installation and

service to make sure you have a pleasant experience. For further

information, do not hesitate to contact our team.

We will be happy to discuss the perfect training solution for you.

ü Motion-based flight simulator 

with option to certification

ü Easy to ship and install 

everywhere

ü Either to rent or for purchase

ü Including software and 

Mixed-Reality glasses
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ü Providing a solid base for 

future upgrades

eVTOL Mixed-Reality Series X
flight simulator for promotion and 
professional pilot training



Your person to contact

F.A.S.T-.Group

F.A.S.T.-Group
About Us

Who we are and what we stand for

As F.A.S.T.-Group we stand for innovation and progress in flight

simulation. Through our team, which brings a variety of core

competencies, we are able to develop training solutions that are

tailored to your wishes.

Naturally, we always attach great importance to the highest

standards and quality in all our services.

Till Borngräber

till.borngraeber@fast-group.aero
+49 176 70947964
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ü Option A: Demonstrater Model

We provide flight model and hardware

ü Option C: Type-Specific Model

Specific eVTOL model and future certification

ü Option B: Generic Model

Generic flight model with certification

eVTOL MR Series X


